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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
The aim of this article is to prove the following 
THEOREM. Let 9 be a biplane (56, 11,2) admitting an automorphism 
group Z2 x Z,, which fixes some point. Then 9 is isomorphic to one of the 4 
biplanes: Hall’s biplane B,, , Salwach-Mezzaroba’s biplane B,,, Denniston’s 
biplane B,,, or Junk+van Trung biplane (see [6,7]). 
This result was obtained with the help of a computer, by constructing all 
biplanes satisfying the conditions of the theorem. 
In view of our previous result (see [4]), which claims that every biplane 
with an automorphism of order 4 fixing some point is a known one, we get 
the following 
COROLLARY. If 9 is a biplane (56, 11,2) not isomorphic to some known 
biplane, then the Sylow 2-subgroups of any point stabilizer of $2 are 
isomorphic to Z, or trivial. 
We recall some basic definitions and facts concerning biplanes (see 
[2,4, 51). In the following, we assume all sets under consideration to be 
finite. 
Let 9 = (9, 93, I) be an incidence structure with point set 9, line set $3 
and incidence relation 1~ 9 x 98. Denote (P) = ( y E B 1 (P, y) E I>, 
<x>=(Q@l (Q,xW), IJ’I=IC~>I, lQl=l<Q>l. 
DEFINITION 1. A biplane (v, k, 2): o, k E N, is an incidence structure 
9 = (9, 97, I), such that: 
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(1) py=1Bj=v=k(k-1)/2+1 
(2) 1x1 = IPI =k, k>2, for all PEP, XE~J 
(3) l<x>n (y>l= lKP>n <Q>l=T for all P, QG~, x, .YE~, 
The conditions (3) will be called the consistence condition. 
For two biplanes 9, = (pi, 4?i, I,) and & = (9$, B1, 12) an isomorphism 
from 9, onto GSz is a bijection which maps points onto points and lines 
onto lines preserving the incidence. An isomorphism from 9 onto 9 is an 
automorphism of 9. The full automorphism group of 9 we denote with 
Aut 9. 
Next we define the chain representation of 9. 
DEFINITION 2. Let 9 = (Y,!J?‘, I) be a biplane. Choosing some point 
P E 9 as the basic point we define the chain representation of $9 in the basis 
(P), briefly: (P)-representation of 9, as follows: 
(1) For Q E g\(p), it is <Q> n (P> = {u(Q), b(Q)} and 
<4Q) n b(Q)> = f Q, p>. W e can thus identify Q = a(Q) b(Q). 
(2) Let XEB\(P) and Q1-ala,~(x). For Q,~,-ui~iui~(~), 
we define Qi by (a,) n (x) = {Qj-i, Qi> and a,,, by Qj=uiui+,. There 
is some t with a,,, = a, and one gets a closed point sequence 
QlU2, %Q3, . ..> a,-,a,, ata,, briefly: a, u2 . . a,/, which is called a chain of 
length t. If there exist other points on x, we proceed with them in the same 
way to build further chains. Finally, x will be represented in chain form 
in the basis (P). The chains are unoriented and cyclic. 
One can easily check that the following holds: 
LEMMA 1. For the chain representation (*) of x in (P) it holds 
(1) each symbol from (P) occurs in x just once, 
(2) each chain is of length at least 3, 
(3) any successive three neighbour symbols occur us such neighbours in 
one and only one line x. 
Denoting the lines in the basis by (P) = { 0, 1, . . . . k - 1 }, we shall define 
a canonical chain form for x. 
DEFINITION 3. The chain representation (*) of x in the basis 
(P) = { 0, 1, . . . . k - 1 } is canonical if 
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(1) u&j) = min(aj’) / 1 6 i 6 t,}, for all j, 
(2) a’:‘) < ai”, for all j, 
(3) ay’) < aiY), for j’ <pl. 
If (*) is canonical, we say that x is of chain type I, - t, - ... - t, in (P). 
By Lemma l(3) each canonical line x is uniquely determined within a 
biplane by its beginning triplet aOb. We say that x belongs to the layer aOb. 
Next we define the precedence relations for chain represented lines and 
biplanes. 
DEFINITION 4. Suppose, there are given orderings among chain types 
and among layers. Let 9r = (Yr;, ar, Zr) and & = (PzP 9&, Z2) be two 
biplanes represented as sets of lines gl\ (P, ) and C&\( P2) in canonical 
chain form and in the given layer order. 
For x, E &JA, and x2 E 9&, belonging to the same layer, we say that xi 
precedes x2, xi 6 x2, if either the chain type of x1 precedes that of x2, or, 
x1 and x2 having the same chain type, the symbol sequence of x1 precedes 
that of x2 lexicographically. 
We say that 9r precedes &, 9i ,< sl, if 9i precedes 92 lexicographically 
in terms of lines precedence. As usual < will denote 6 and #, in both 
cases. 
For the representation of automorphisms fixing some point P of a 
biplane 9, in the basis (P), the following obviously holds. 
LEMMA 2. Let P E 9 and p E Aut 3, with Pp = P. Then (p) acts 
faithfilly on (P> as the permutation group. Let 9 be (P)-represented. For 
Q-abEY\{P} it is Qp-(ap)(bp). Similarly, for XE~\(P), we get the 
(P)-representation of xp replacing the symbols in the (P)-representation of 
x by their p-images. 
If such an automorphism is an involution C, we have an important 
relation for the cardinality of a-fixed lines in (P), given in 
LEMMA 3 (see [ 1,4]). Let 9 = (9, W, I) be a biplane (u, k, 2), 
aEAut9, 1~7 =2 and PEP with Po=P. 
For f, = I {x E (P) I XC = x) I, the cardinality of o-fixed lines in (P), we 
have either ’ 
[k+l+(f,-l)‘][k+l-(f,-1)]/4<u, (**I 
or 
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2. CONSTRUCTION OF BIPLANES BY MEANS OF 
AUTOMORPHISM GROUPS FIXING SOME INCIDENT PAIR 
Here we sketch an algorithm for constructing all biplanes (v, k, 2), 
admitting an automorphism group G, which fixes an incident pair (P, 0) E I 
(see tZ41). 
ALGORITHM. Let 9 = (9, B, I) be a biplane (u, k, 2), G < Aut 9, 
(P, 0) E I, and PG = P, OG = 0. We assume that 9 is (P)-represented. 
Each layer aOb generates under G a layer orbit { (ay) O(by) 1 y E G}. For 
each layer orbit we choose a representative. After that, we generate 
biplanes line by line in order of layer orbit representatives, exhausting all 
possibilities. Hereby, each new line must be consistent with all its (G)- 
images and all previous lines of the considered beginning scheme. 
Let S= CCpj be the symmetric group on (P), and N= N,(G), for G as 
permutation group on (P). Then, for CI E N, we have (%)G = 
(gG)a = %. Thus, with 9 it is %x also a biplane admitting G and %x g 9. 
If there exist some c( E N such that BX < 9, we can omit such 9, retaining 
only those 9 among the isomorphic ones which are first in the sense of the 
defined precedence (as in Definition 4, but posssibly with respect to the 
layer representatives only). Eliminating already the beginning schemes in 
such a way, we get a good convergence in many cases. 
For the estimation of convergence and the elimination of isomorphic 
biplanes in this construction process see also [2, 31. 
3. (56,11,2) BIPLANES WITH G=(a,/?)r2,xZ, 
In the following we assume that 9 = (9, a’, I) is a (56, 11, 2) biplane, 
G=(~~,j?1a*=~~=l, c@=cz> <Autg, and PEG with PG=P. Since 
2 j k there is also a line 0 E (P) such that OG = 0. Thus we can apply our 
algorithm. For this purpose we shall find next the representations of G as 
permutation group on (P). 
LEMMA 4. Let 9 = (9’,9l’, I) be a biplane (56,11,2), G = (CI, 8) 2 
Z, x Z, < Aut 93, and (P, 0) E I with PG = P, OG = 0. Then, without loss of 
generality, G = (a,, pii> has one of the following (P)-representations: 
tll = 01234(56)(78)(90) cc2 =012(34)(56)(78)(90) 
(1) j3i1 =012(34)(56)(79)(80) (4) fi21 = 012(35)(46)(79)(80) 
(2) P12 = 0(12)(34)(56)(79)(8~) (5) ,‘&2 = 0(12)(35)(46)(79)(80) 
(3) /j13 = 0( 12)(34) 56(78)(96) (6) fi23 = 0(12) 34(56)(79)(80) 
(0 stands for 10). 
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Proof: Let (i be any involution in G. By Lemma 2, G is faithfully 
represented on (P), and by Lemma3 (**), it isf,E {1,3,5} ask= 11 and 
2 1 k-f,. Consider the action of G on (P). We denote r -+ (ai . ..a.,,) if 
(4 ... a,) is a cycle of the permutation r. We shall use the same symbol for 
several cycles. Let a E (P) and CI -+(ab). If /?-+(a): then @=aaj3= 
apcl = aa = b, and so p --f (b) also. If, however, fl -+ (ac), with c # LI, b, then 
(bb)cr = (ba)b = aB = c. Here bfl # a, c because of p + (ac), but also b/l # b, 
since bcr = a # c. Denote b/? = d. Now c1 --f (cd) and p --+ (bd). Thus to a 
transposition u + (ab) either j? + (a)(b) or p + (ab) corresponds or there is 
still another transposition a + (cd) such that CI -+ (ab)(cd), p--f (ac)(bd). In 
the last case we shall refer to cross action of /? (with respect to CI on 
a, b, c, 4. 
Suppose now that f, = 5 for some c E G#, say D! = 01234(56)(78)(90). If 
there is some pair of transpositions in a with the corresponding cross 
action of fi, we may assume without loss of generality that B -+ (79)(80). 
Now p + (56) or p--f (5)(6) and since fl can be substituted by a/?, we can 
set p + (56). The remaining 5 symbols cannot all be fixed by p, so we have 
possibilities (1) and (2). If there is no such pair of transpositions in LX with 
the cross action of j, then one or two transpositions of a must also belong 
to j?. Because of the possible exchange of p, we can set without loss of 
generality /? -+ (5)(6)(78)(90). But now a/? + (O)(7)(8)(9)(0) and, since 
firp < 5, p must be of form (3). 
Suppose next that f, < 3 for all CJ E G#. One easily sees that it must be 
some g E G# with f, = 3. Let a = 012(34)(56)(78)(90). If there are two pairs 
of transpositions in ct with corresponding cross actions of p, we may 
assume without loss of generality that /? + (35)(46)(79)(80). This leads to 
both the possibilities (4) and (5). If there is only one such pair, say 
/?- (79)(80) then it can be assumed without loss of generality that 
B -+ 0( 12) 34(56), as fP < 3, and we have case (6). Finally, the assumption 
that there is no such pair leads to a contradiction, as it could not be 
possible to avoid f, = 5 for some 0 E G#. The lemma is proved. 
To apply our algorithm, we also need the normalizers of G in CcP>. One 
can easily show, that the following holds: 
LEMMA 5. Let S=C,,, be the symmetric group on (P> = 
(0, 1, .“, 9,O) and N= N,(G), where G= (tli,Bij> as in Lemma4. In cases 
(1) to (6) of Lemma 4, the corresponding normalizers are: 
(1) N= ((012), (12), (34), (56), (78)(90), (79)(@), (35)(46)(@)), 
INI =26-3 
(2) iv= ((12), (34), (56), (78)(90), (79)(80)), WI =25 
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(3) N= <(12), (34), (13)(24), (56) (78), (90), (79)(80), 
(17)(28)(39)(40)), INI = 2’ 
(4) N= ((012) (12), (34)(56), (35)(46), (78)(M), (79)(80), 
(37)(48)(59)(60), (456)(896), (56)(90)), (NI = 2’. 32 
(5) N= ((f2), Wl(56h (35)(46), 0’8Wo), 0’91(8~), 
(37)(48)(59)(60), (59)(66)), INI =27 
(6) iv= ((12) (34), (56), (79)(80), (70)(89), (135)(246)(890), 
(35)(46)(90)), INI =26.3. 
We define the chain-type order as follows: 3-4-4, 4-3-4, 4-4-3, 3-3-5, 
3-5-3, 5-3-3, 5-6, 6-5, 4-7, 7-4, 3-8, 8-3, 11. One can see the assumed 
layer orders in the single cases from the corresponding representations of 
biplanes. 
Applying the algorithm of Section 2 in the corresponding cases of 
Lemma 4, we obtained the following biplanes as the only solutions (up to 
isomorphism): 
(1) Bm, B22, B24 (4) none 
(2) none (5) B,,, B,,, B,,, Janko-van Trung 
(3) &I> B22, B24 (6) L-L 
The first appearance of each of these biplanes were in the following form 
(we write only the G-orbit representatives, the remaining lines, one gets 
acting on representatives with G): 
Case ( 1). B,, : 
102/5364/87109/ 
103/7284/65910/ 
105/8296/43710/ 
107/4259/63108/ 
203/91104/6578/ 
205/71106/4398/ 
207/3169/54108/ 
304/5162/87910/ 
305/21810/7496/ 
307/519X/42106/ 
3 0 9 / 4 1 8 6 / ,5 2 7 10 / 
506/3142/97108/ 
507/6184/32910/ 
508/41109/6273/ 
708/2143/95106/ 
709/81102/4365/ 
7010/2156/8394/ 
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102/5364/87109/ 
103/7284/65910/ 
105/8296/43710/ 
107/4259/63108/ 
203/91104/6578/ 
205/71106/4398/ 
2079/316/84105/ 
304/5162/87910/ 
30510/218/6497/ 
307/5198/42106/ 
3096/418/52107/ 
506/3142/97108/ 
5074/618/32109/ 
508/41109/6273/ 
708/2143/95106/ 
7092/8110/4356/ 
7010/2156/8394/ 
B 24 : 
102/5364/87109/ 
103/1284/65910/ 
1 0 5 / 8 20.9 6 / 4 3 710 / 
107/4259/63108/ 
203/718/941056/ 
205/819/431067/ 
207/415/839610/ 
304/5162/87910/ 
3057649/21108/ 
30741105/6298/ 
3098517/42106/ 
506/3142/97108/ 
5078319/62104/ 
5086174/32109/ 
70851096/2134/ 
709/81102/4365/ 
70104893/2165/ 
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Case (5). Janko-van Trung: 
102/7395/84106/ 
1035/42769108/ 
10598210/4367/ 
107465293108/ 
109425107863/ 
304/718/526109/ 
305171046892/ 
306/419752810/ 
307210,‘416859/ 
308764510219/ 
309261105748/ 
301065897421,’ 
70865/9110/324/ 
709/5184/32106/ 
7010/3195/6284/ 
The theorem is proved. 
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